Estimated Cost Rs:- 4,24,556/Earnest Money Rs:- 8500/Time Period :- Three
month.

SCHEDULE OF QUANTITY
Name of work:- Providing WSS to PC habitation to Kasauli Constituency from Tube
well at Kalu Jhanda in Tehsil Kasauli Distt. Solan HP. (Providing retrofitting to
FHTC for balance household in respect of J.S Sub Division Dharampur). (Job No.1).

Sr. No.

Description

Qty.
In fig.

1

Excavation in drains and channel etc in earth work in all kinds of soil such as kankar,
moorum shingles conglomerate saturated soil and decomposed soft and hard rock
hard rock including including dressing of sides and beds, disposing of excavated earth
with all leads, lifts disposed earth to be levelled and neatly dressed and then returning
the stacked soil into foundation and trenches etc. including ramming and
consolidating the same whereever required with all leads, lifts and including jungle
clearance and as per the direction of Engineer-in-charge.

2

Laying, jointing, testing and commissioning in trenches galvanised mild steel tube of
following dia (light grade) including providing and fixing tube fittings such as reducer
increasers, sockets, union, tees, bends etc. where ever required (earth work in trenches
to be measured and paid for separately) and as per the direction of Engineer-in-charge
including entire carriage of material upto all leads and lifts.

3

15mm dia
25mm dia
32mm dia
40mm dia
Providing & fixing of accessories e.g. tee, union, nipple, elbow, wheel valve, ferrule,
1/4" bib cock etc. required for house hold connection upto domestic storage tank. The
15mm dia wheel valve shall confirm to BIS 778-79 CL-1 and the brass bib cock shall
confirm to BIS 778/1980 CL-1, all other GI fitting shall confirm to BIS specification.

Rate
In words

Unit

671.2

Cum

2648
60
1020
420
66

Rmt
Rmt
Rmt
Rmt
Each

Total Rs.:-

Amount

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

TERMS AND CONDITIONS:The undersigned reserves the right to accept or reject any or all the tenders without
assigning any reason thereof.
The work will be got executed as per IPH/ PWD specification.
GST security will be deducted from the contractor bill as applicable.
Nothing will be paid for sub-standard work/material.
Work shall be started within 15 days after the date of award and completed in
stipulated period.
Contractor shall be responsible for all leakage in the jointing of pipes, which shall be
set right by the contractor at his own cost
The Contractor is responsible to watch & ward the material at site of work.
The material/ repair will be guaranteed for a period of one year.
G.I. pipes will be issued to the contractor free of cost on proper indent at IPH Store
Solan. Further carriage and watch and ward will be the responsibility of the
contractor. Shortage of G.I. pipe will be recovered on double rate as per Store issue
rate.

Executive Engineer
J.S. Division Solan

SCHEDULE OF QUANTITY
Name of work:- Providing WSS to PC habitation to Kasauli Constituency from Tube
well at Kalu Jhanda in Tehsil Kasauli Distt. Solan HP. (Providing retrofitting to
FHTC for balance household in respect of J.S Sub Division Dharampur). (Job No.2).

Sr. No.

Description

Estimated Cost Rs:- 4,24,480/Earnest Money Rs:- 8500/Time Period :- Three
month.

Qty.
In fig.

1

Excavation in drains and channel etc in earth work in all kinds of soil such as kankar,
moorum shingles conglomerate saturated soil and decomposed soft and hard rock
hard rock including including dressing of sides and beds, disposing of excavated earth
with all leads, lifts disposed earth to be levelled and neatly dressed and then returning
the stacked soil into foundation and trenches etc. including ramming and
consolidating the same whereever required with all leads, lifts and including jungle
clearance and as per the direction of Engineer-in-charge.

2

Laying, jointing, testing and commissioning in trenches galvanised mild steel tube of
following dia (light grade) including providing and fixing tube fittings such as reducer
increasers, sockets, union, tees, bends etc. where ever required (earth work in trenches
to be measured and paid for separately) and as per the direction of Engineer-in-charge
including entire carriage of material upto all leads and lifts.

3

15mm dia
25mm dia
32mm dia
40mm dia
Providing & fixing of accessories e.g. tee, union, nipple, elbow, wheel valve, ferrule,
1/4" bib cock etc. required for house hold connection upto domestic storage tank. The
15mm dia wheel valve shall confirm to BIS 778-79 CL-1 and the brass bib cock shall
confirm to BIS 778/1980 CL-1, all other GI fitting shall confirm to BIS specification.

Rate
In words

Unit

671

Cum

2648
60
1020
420
66

Rmt
Rmt
Rmt
Rmt
Each

Total Rs.:-

Amount

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

TERMS AND CONDITIONS:The undersigned reserves the right to accept or reject any or all the tenders without
assigning any reason thereof.
The work will be got executed as per IPH/ PWD specification.
GST security will be deducted from the contractor bill as applicable.
Nothing will be paid for sub-standard work/material.
Work shall be started within 15 days after the date of award and completed in
stipulated period.
Contractor shall be responsible for all leakage in the jointing of pipes, which shall be
set right by the contractor at his own cost
The Contractor is responsible to watch & ward the material at site of work.
The material/ repair will be guaranteed for a period of one year.
G.I. pipes will be issued to the contractor free of cost on proper indent at IPH Store
Solan. Further carriage and watch and ward will be the responsibility of the
contractor. Shortage of G.I. pipe will be recovered on double rate as per Store issue

Executive Engineer
J.S. Division Solan

SCHEDULE OF QUANTITY
Name of work:- Providing WSS to PC habitation to Kasauli Constituency from Tube
well at Kalu Jhanda in Tehsil Kasauli Distt. Solan HP. (Providing retrofitting to
FHTC for balance household in respect of J.S Sub Division Dharampur). (Job No.3).

Sr. No.

Description

Estimated Cost Rs:- 4,24,480/Earnest Money Rs:- 8500/Time Period :- Three
month.

Qty.
In fig.

1

Excavation in drains and channel etc in earth work in all kinds of soil such as kankar,
moorum shingles conglomerate saturated soil and decomposed soft and hard rock
hard rock including including dressing of sides and beds, disposing of excavated earth
with all leads, lifts disposed earth to be levelled and neatly dressed and then returning
the stacked soil into foundation and trenches etc. including ramming and
consolidating the same whereever required with all leads, lifts and including jungle
clearance and as per the direction of Engineer-in-charge.

2

Laying, jointing, testing and commissioning in trenches galvanised mild steel tube of
following dia (light grade) including providing and fixing tube fittings such as reducer
increasers, sockets, union, tees, bends etc. where ever required (earth work in trenches
to be measured and paid for separately) and as per the direction of Engineer-in-charge
including entire carriage of material upto all leads and lifts.

3

15mm dia
25mm dia
32mm dia
40mm dia
Providing & fixing of accessories e.g. tee, union, nipple, elbow, wheel valve, ferrule,
1/4" bib cock etc. required for house hold connection upto domestic storage tank. The
15mm dia wheel valve shall confirm to BIS 778-79 CL-1 and the brass bib cock shall
confirm to BIS 778/1980 CL-1, all other GI fitting shall confirm to BIS specification.

Rate
In words

Unit

671

Cum

2648
60
1020
420
66

Rmt
Rmt
Rmt
Rmt
Each

Total Rs.:-

Amount

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

TERMS AND CONDITIONS:The undersigned reserves the right to accept or reject any or all the tenders without
assigning any reason thereof.
The work will be got executed as per IPH/ PWD specification.
GST security will be deducted from the contractor bill as applicable.
Nothing will be paid for sub-standard work/material.
Work shall be started within 15 days after the date of award and completed in
stipulated period.
Contractor shall be responsible for all leakage in the jointing of pipes, which shall be
set right by the contractor at his own cost
The Contractor is responsible to watch & ward the material at site of work.
The material/ repair will be guaranteed for a period of one year.
G.I. pipes will be issued to the contractor free of cost on proper indent at IPH Store
Solan. Further carriage and watch and ward will be the responsibility of the
contractor. Shortage of G.I. pipe will be recovered on double rate as per Store issue

Executive Engineer
J.S. Division Solan

SCHEDULE OF QUANTITY
Name of work:- Providing WSS to PC habitation to Kasauli Constituency from Tube
well at Kalu Jhanda in Tehsil Kasauli Distt. Solan HP. (Providing retrofitting to
FHTC for balance household in respect of J.S Sub Division Dharampur). (Job No.4).

Sr. No.

Description

Estimated Cost Rs:- 4,24,480/Earnest Money Rs:- 8500/Time Period :- Three
month.

Qty.
In fig.

1

Excavation in drains and channel etc in earth work in all kinds of soil such as kankar,
moorum shingles conglomerate saturated soil and decomposed soft and hard rock
hard rock including including dressing of sides and beds, disposing of excavated earth
with all leads, lifts disposed earth to be levelled and neatly dressed and then returning
the stacked soil into foundation and trenches etc. including ramming and
consolidating the same whereever required with all leads, lifts and including jungle
clearance and as per the direction of Engineer-in-charge.

2

Laying, jointing, testing and commissioning in trenches galvanised mild steel tube of
following dia (light grade) including providing and fixing tube fittings such as reducer
increasers, sockets, union, tees, bends etc. where ever required (earth work in trenches
to be measured and paid for separately) and as per the direction of Engineer-in-charge
including entire carriage of material upto all leads and lifts.

3

15mm dia
25mm dia
32mm dia
40mm dia
Providing & fixing of accessories e.g. tee, union, nipple, elbow, wheel valve, ferrule,
1/4" bib cock etc. required for house hold connection upto domestic storage tank. The
15mm dia wheel valve shall confirm to BIS 778-79 CL-1 and the brass bib cock shall
confirm to BIS 778/1980 CL-1, all other GI fitting shall confirm to BIS specification.

Rate
In words

Unit

671

Cum

2648
60
1020
420
66

Rmt
Rmt
Rmt
Rmt
Each

Total Rs.:-

Amount

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

TERMS AND CONDITIONS:The undersigned reserves the right to accept or reject any or all the tenders without
assigning any reason thereof.
The work will be got executed as per IPH/ PWD specification.
GST security will be deducted from the contractor bill as applicable.
Nothing will be paid for sub-standard work/material.
Work shall be started within 15 days after the date of award and completed in
stipulated period.
Contractor shall be responsible for all leakage in the jointing of pipes, which shall be
set right by the contractor at his own cost
The Contractor is responsible to watch & ward the material at site of work.
The material/ repair will be guaranteed for a period of one year.
G.I. pipes will be issued to the contractor free of cost on proper indent at IPH Store
Solan. Further carriage and watch and ward will be the responsibility of the
contractor. Shortage of G.I. pipe will be recovered on double rate as per Store issue

Executive Engineer
J.S. Division Solan

SCHEDULE OF QUANTITY
Name of work:- Providing WSS to PC habitation to Kasauli Constituency from Tube
well at Kalu Jhanda in Tehsil Kasauli Distt. Solan HP. (Providing retrofitting to
FHTC for balance household in respect of J.S Sub Division Dharampur). (Job No.5).

Sr. No.

Description

Estimated Cost Rs:- 4,25,925/Earnest Money Rs:- 8500/Time Period :- Three
month.

Qty.
In fig.

1

Excavation in drains and channel etc in earth work in all kinds of soil such as kankar,
moorum shingles conglomerate saturated soil and decomposed soft and hard rock
hard rock including including dressing of sides and beds, disposing of excavated earth
with all leads, lifts disposed earth to be levelled and neatly dressed and then returning
the stacked soil into foundation and trenches etc. including ramming and
consolidating the same whereever required with all leads, lifts and including jungle
clearance and as per the direction of Engineer-in-charge.

2

Laying, jointing, testing and commissioning in trenches galvanised mild steel tube of
following dia (light grade) including providing and fixing tube fittings such as reducer
increasers, sockets, union, tees, bends etc. where ever required (earth work in trenches
to be measured and paid for separately) and as per the direction of Engineer-in-charge
including entire carriage of material upto all leads and lifts.

3

15mm dia
25mm dia
32mm dia
40mm dia
Providing & fixing of accessories e.g. tee, union, nipple, elbow, wheel valve, ferrule,
1/4" bib cock etc. required for house hold connection upto domestic storage tank. The
15mm dia wheel valve shall confirm to BIS 778-79 CL-1 and the brass bib cock shall
confirm to BIS 778/1980 CL-1, all other GI fitting shall confirm to BIS specification.

Rate
In words

Unit

671

Cum

2648
60
1020
420
67

Rmt
Rmt
Rmt
Rmt
Each

Total Rs.:-

Amount

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

TERMS AND CONDITIONS:The undersigned reserves the right to accept or reject any or all the tenders without
assigning any reason thereof.
The work will be got executed as per IPH/ PWD specification.
GST security will be deducted from the contractor bill as applicable.
Nothing will be paid for sub-standard work/material.
Work shall be started within 15 days after the date of award and completed in
stipulated period.
Contractor shall be responsible for all leakage in the jointing of pipes, which shall be
set right by the contractor at his own cost
The Contractor is responsible to watch & ward the material at site of work.
The material/ repair will be guaranteed for a period of one year.
G.I. pipes will be issued to the contractor free of cost on proper indent at IPH Store
Solan. Further carriage and watch and ward will be the responsibility of the
contractor. Shortage of G.I. pipe will be recovered on double rate as per Store issue

Executive Engineer
J.S. Division Solan

